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INT. HALLWAY - DAY
RANDAL walks down the hallway and is about to enter his room.
JEREMY
Wait, you don't want to go in
there.
JEREMY appears. RANDAL turns to look at him?
RANDAL
Why wouldn't I want to go in there?
It's my room.
JEREMY
Yeah, but there's, stuff, going on
in there.
Stuff?

RANDAL

JEREMY
Yeah, you know like, there were
some wild monkey's that got loose
and they climbed through your open
windowRANDAL
My window was closed and locked.
JEREMY
-your now perminately open window
and they're doing stuff in there.
RANDAL
Really. Wild monkey's.
JEREMY
Orangitans. I don't know why I said
monkey's.
RANDAL
Are you trying to play some sort of
joke on me?
JEREMY
Why do you ask?
RANDAL
This does seem to be your idea of
comedy.
(MORE)

2.
RANDAL (CONT’D)
There's a normal person doing a
normal thing, then someone else
comes up and is either doing or
saying something rediculous and
then it whatever they were doing or
saying turns out to be true.
JEREMY
Wait, so are you saying you believe
the whole monkey's thing?
RANDAL
No. I don't think.
JEREMY
Okay, that's good. If you did I'd
seriously question the state of
your mental health.
RANDAL
So that's it then, jokes over?
RANDAL reaches for his doorknob.
JEREMY
But no, sertiously, you don't want
to go in there.
RANDAL
I thought you were done with the
monkey's.
JEREMY
Orangitans. But the real reason you
shouldn't go in there is that there
was an oil spill and they haven't
come to clean it up yet.
RANDAL
You're saying there was an oil
spill in my room? And who's this
"they" that are going to come clean
it up?
JEREMY
The oil spill cleanup people...
No.

RANDAL

JEREMY
You wouldn't want to track oil all
over the house, would you?

3.
RANDAL
I can't believe I'm saying this,
but there isn't an oil spill and I
can tell because I'd be able to
smell it.
JEREMY
Not if your nose is stuffed up.
RANDAL
But it isn't.
JEREMY
But how do you know?
RANDAL
Because it's my nose!
JEREMY
All right all right, no need to be
defensive.
RANDAL again reaches for his doorknob.
JEREMY (CONT’D)
But no, seriously, don't go in.
RANDAL
Why? What is it this time?
JEREMY
There's an assassin waiting for
you.
No.

RANDAL

JEREMY
A fissure opended up in the earth.
Uh-uh.

RANDAL

JEREMY
A wormhole appearedNope.

RANDAL

JEREMY
Elvis Presley is hiding there!
No.

RANDAL

4.
JEREMY
Orangitans!
RANDAL
You tried that already.
JEREMY
Oh yeah. Did I do oil spill yet?
RANDAL opens the door and goes in. There is a banner that
says "Happy Birthday" on the wall.
JEREMY
(CONT’D)
There, are you happy?
Beat.
JEREMY (CONT’D)
Are you going to say anything?
RANDAL turns back to look at JEREMY.
RANDAL
I guess I'm still waiting for the
punchline.
JEREMY punches RANDAL in the face and RANDAL falls over.

